We elaborate on both eld-theoretic and quantum mechanical descriptions of (non-)Abelian anyons, emphasizing the role of contact interaction terms. Field theoretic contact terms, required for the sake of renormalizability in general, implement the selfadjoint extension of the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian.
Condensed matter physics in the world of two spatial dimensions is a rich eld, with many uniquely interesting physical phenomena such as the quantum Hall e ect. What makes this subject particularly interesting is the fact that, in two spatial dimensions, elementary excitations or particles can exhibit more general statistics than usual bosonic and fermionic statistics (which are the only allowed possibilities in the three-dimensional world). Corresponding particles are anyons, 1 and the study of anyonic matter, especially their statistical mechanics, provide some challenging problems to young people. There are also anyons of non-Abelian type, which should provide even bigger challenge. In this talk, I will elaborate on certain theoretical aspects concerning the quantum descriptions of these various types of anyons. Only nonrelativistic anyons, in both eld-theoretic (i.e., second-quantized) and quantum mechanical (i.e, rst-quantized) frameworks, will be considered.
As is well-known, we have a simple mathematical realization of anyons in uxcharge composites (of Abelian or non-Abelian nature). That is,`charged' bosonic (or fermionic) particles with non-zero magnetic ux attached behave like anyons thanks to the Aharonov-Bohm-type interference. Then, how can one attach a magnetic ux to a particle? It can be e ected by having the particle couple to an Abelian or nonAbelian Chern-Simons (C-S) gauge eld. 2 Denoting the bosonic matter eld by , y and an Abelian C-S gauge eld by A ( = 0; 1; 2), we thus have the simplest (or, one may say,`free') anyon eld theory based on the local Lagrange density
: (1) Here, A 0 is the Lagrange multiplier eld imposing the constraint B ij @ i A j = ? e y ; (2) 1 viz., there is a C-S magnetic ux of magnitude ? e at the location of a particle.
Because of (2), A i (in the Coulomb gauge) can be expressed in terms of the particle density operator y :
A i (r; t) = ? e ij @ j Z d 2 r 0 G(r ? r 0 ) y (r 0 ; t) (r 0 ; t); (3) G(r ? r 0 ) = 1 2 ln jr ? r 0 j: (4) With A i given by the right hand side of (3), the Hamiltonian operator of the system
Now, given M(> 1) matter elds (taken to be bosonic again, for simplicity), they may couple with N( M) independent Abelian C-S gauge elds; in this way, one obtains more general type of anyon eld theories where particles obey so-called matrix statistics. 3 At least theoretically, more interesting generalization is obtained by bringing in non-Abelian C-S gauge elds. In the latter case, (1) (7) while the Hamiltonian assumes the same form as the Abelian counterpart given in (5) .
One can see more clearly physical contents of the above eld theories by going over to the rst quantized description. For that, one introduces the quantum mechanical N-body wave function, viz., (r 1 ; ; r N ; t) = 1 p N! h0j (r 1 ; t) (r N ; t)j i (8) in the Abelian case, and (r 1 ; 1 ; ; r N ; N ; t) = 1 p N! h0j 1 (r 1 ; t) N (r N ; t)j i (9) for the non-Abelian system. Then, using the (bosonic) equal-time commutation relations for the elds and y with the Hamiltonian (5), it is not di cult to demonstrate at least formally that (r 1 ; ; r N ; t) satis es the N- (10) A i n ij X m(6 =n)
x j n ? x j m jr n ? r m j 2 ; (11) where we have set = e 2 2 . What have in (11) is the Aharonov-Bohm-type potential, with a vanishing curl except at isolated singularities. From (10) and (11), it follows that particles of this theory indeed carry localized magnetic ux and so behave as anyons. Similarly, one can show that the non-Abelian C-S eld theory given above is formally equivalent to the quantum mechanical system de ned by the (multi-component) Schr odinger Everything said so far may sound reasonable. But it must be said that, due to the inherent singular nature of anyon interactions at short distance, we do not yet have an unambiguously de ned quantum system on the basis of what we have posited above. In particular, the quantum eld theory de ned by (1) or (6) does not allow a nite perturbation expansion; in fact, there appear divergent loop contributions which cannot be renormalized away within the given Lagrangian form. Renormalizability is intimately related to the scaling behavior, and in the present nonrelativistic theory it involves rescaling of the elds , A i with the same dimensional weight as @ @x i (when x 2 i and t are scaled with the same dimension). The theory de ned by (1) or (6) is classically scale invariant, but not at the quantum level in general. In this circumstance, how can one obtain a well-de ned quantum eld theory for anyons? We may here borrow the standard procedure of relativistic local quantum eld theory |{make a renormalizable quantum eld theory by incorporating all other relevant interactions as well in the Lagrange density (1) or (6 What is the role of this new free parameter in the anyon eld theory? To answer that, it is useful to look at the related problem in the quantum mechanical context, i.e., study the scaling behavior with the Schr odinger equation (10) in the Abelian case. Since the Aharonov-Bohm potential in (11) has the correct scaling property, one may conclude that we here have a scale-invariant quantum system. But note that, because of the short-distance singularity of the given Aharonov-Bohm potential, one has a well-de ned quantum system only after one speci es the appropriate boundary condition at the two-particle coincidence. Scale invariance can be violated by this boundary condition, of course. According to the method of self-adjoint extension with our two-body anyon Hamiltonian, one can show that there exists a one-parameter family of allowed boundary conditions, speci ed by an angle . To each -value corresponds a system of anyons with di erent short-distance properties. Now one might suspect that this freedom concerning the self-adjoint extension (or, equivalently, the short-distance boundary condition) could be translated into the above mentioned quartic coupling in the eld theoretic description. This turns out to be the case, 7;8;9 as will be explained below. After all, this observation is crucial for establishing the equivalence between the second-quantized and rst-quantized descriptions of anyons.
As for the quantum mechanical boundary condition problem mentioned above, it su ces to consider relative s-wave dynamics of the two anyon sector. The corre- 
We shall here restrict ourselves to the case j j < 1. Then observe that the wave function in (17) is not regular at r = 0, but still square-integrable for arbitrary nite values of A and B. What boundary condition should one choose at r = 0? This has a de nite answer in the method of self-adjoint extension of the Hamiltonian.
One then has a one-parameter family 10 
where is a reference scale. The hard-core boundary condition (i.e., (0) = 0), which is often assumed in the literature, corresponds to the choice = 0, but there is no a priori reason to favor this case. The scattering solution (18) A comment is in order. According to (23), the contact Hamiltonian H c assumes a particularly simple form in the case of = 0 or 2 , viz., H c = 0 2 (r) for = 0 and H c = ? 0 2 (r) for = 2 (with 0 = 2 j j m , as we de ned above). In fact, for these special values of , the scattering amplitude in (19) or (20) becomes completely independent of our reference scale . This is an evidence of quantum scale invariance 6;7;8 in the system with = 0 or = 2 . But note that the familiar hard-core boundary condition (i.e. the case with = 0) is implemented with the help of the nontrivial contact Hamiltonian H c = 0 2 (r).
We now turn to the eld theoretic description, which is based on the Lagrange density (15). To use Feynman-Dyson perturbation theory, one needs the matter propagator 
We are here interested in the two-particle scattering amplitude, which can be studied on the basis of the Bethe-Salpeter equation 27) where ? is the e ective two-particle interaction, and K the two-particle-irreducible kernel (See ref. 12 for details).
The equation (27) is a bare relation, and as such it acquires an unambiguous meaning only after a suitable regularization is speci ed. We may employ the simple momentum cuto (after performing integrations over energy variables), viz., restrict the integration range to jkj < . Using the Feynman rules, we then nd that the kernel K can be expressed as 9 
(' is the angle between the incoming and outgoing momenta) and insert these into (31), we obtain (after the angle integration) the integral equations for individual partial wave amplitudes:
? n (jpj; jqj; E) = K n (jpj; jqj) + For all non-s waves (i.e. n 6 = 0), the series is nite order by order 8 (38) ( is the normalization scale), (37) can in fact be recast into the very form we gave in (20). We have thus shown the complete equivalence between the eld theoretic approach and the quantum mechanical one, with the renormalized contact coupling ren of the former (de ned through (38)) related to the quantum mechanical selfadjoint extension parameter by ren ? 2 j j m tan ?1 tan +1 . The situation for non-Abelian anyons is analogous, but more complicated. In the relative s-wave sector of the corresponding two-body Schr odinger equation (see (12) ) with the non-Abelian Aharonov-Bohm potential (14), one has to invoke the method of self-adjoint extension to x the appropriate boundary condition at the two-particle coincidence. The classical scale invariance can be violated in this process. Again, if we try to realize this boundary condition in terms of a suitable regularization procedure, we nd that certain contact interaction terms, with appropriate bare couplings, must always be considered together. Within the quantum eld theory framework, it is also necessary (for a renormalizable theory) to generalize the Lagrangian density in (6) 13 then investigated various issues we studied above for an Abelian theory, including the comparison of the renormalized two-body scattering amplitude with the corresponding quantum mechanical expression obtained using the self-adjoint extension method. Especially, these authors found that, with the special couplings C = e 2 mj j T a T a , the theory is one loop nite{a strong sign that scale-invariant special cases exist for non-Abelian anyons also. But it remains to be shown that these are in fact true to all orders.
